Flying Trim Saw

Simple Design, Low Cost, High Performance
Programmable, automatic in-line cut-off saw

High Production...
Automatically cuts programmed lengths from continuous feed operations like extruders

Off-The-Shelf Parts
So you can keep it running years from now

Specifications
- 10HP Saw motor 230/460V, 3 phase saw motor
- 1.5" thickness capacity and width capacities up to 96"
- Clamps material vertically and horizontally to 'lock on' to the moving stock for fast accurate cuts
- Monitors and displays current line speed and distance until next cut
- Simple, easy-to-learn interface for quick and efficient setup and programming of cut lengths
- Special high carbon alloy arbor uses 14" diameter blade with 1" bore size
- Line height - adjustable 42" to 44"
- Efficient dust removal from 1 - 3" diameter port and 1 - 5" diameter port
- Programmable cut speed and cycle time
- Foot print - 76L x 117W x 55H (54" wide cut)